Congratulations To

André Castle who passed the Observer test.
Picture Taken by Judy Chittock
This month’s cover picture was provided by Me.
PC Hale at the Bury Bike show 2011.
Mike Roberts did the picture editing and graphical work.
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Felix Oliver
Bowman’s Barn,
Back Street, Gislingham.
Suffolk
IP23 8JH
Tel: 07712649860
editor@suffolk-advancedmotorcyclists.com
Disclaimer
The articles published herein do not
necessarily represent the views of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists or the
Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclist
Group. They are the opinions of
individual contributors and are
published with a view that free
expression promotes discussion and
interests.
Next Issue
Closing date for copy – Friday after
club night. Send via e-mail or on a
USB memory stick (which will be
returned) or even hand-written, not a
problem. The Editor reserves the right
to edit, amend or omit as he feels fit.
All Official Correspondence to:

SAM is a registered
charity – No. 1067800

To see ‘The SAM Observer’ in its full
colour glory, visit the website
WEBSITE ADDRESS
http://www.suffolk-advancedmotorcyclists.com/
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MEMBER INFORMATION
A lot of useful information about SAM and its activities is available on our
website. Below are some key links members will find useful.
CONTACTS
Contact details of SAM’s Committee & Observers, complete with photographs
so you can recognise everyone.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/com
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/obs
CALENDAR
Our online calendar with relevant links which can also be linked to your
smartphone.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/cal
OBSERVER ASSOCIATE CHARTER
What is expected of the Observer and Associate while preparing for the IAM
motorcycle test.
Contact: Derek Barker
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/chart
CARING SAM
Our customer service & complaints procedures.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/care

Contact: Karl Hale

MOTORCYCLE DEXTERITY & CONTROL
Dates and details of our slow riding events.
Contact: Derek Barker
Sponsored by Southwold Pier 01502 722105 www.southwoldpier.co.uk
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/dext
DISCOUNT SCHEME
Save your membership fee, and more, by using these retailers who give a
discount to SAM members.
Contact: Nigel Chittock
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/disc
ADVERTS
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our
online adverts section.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads
The SAM Observer May 2012
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SHOPS
T-shirts, sweatshirts, fleeces, hats, and more are available from SAM’s two
online shops.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/shop
FORUM
All the latest news and discussion on all things SAM and motorcycle related.
Have a read, and then register to join in.
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/forum

Chairman’s Chat
Dear Reader,
Welcome to the May edition of our SAM magazine.
April group night was a very successful evening, our guest
speaker, Sam Manicom, gave a very slick and inspiring
presentation on his motorcycling adventures through
Africa. The buzz in the room throughout the evening was
very positive and as always I spent the next few days
contemplating the feasibility of saying “Fare thee well” to
the NHS and taking off on travels of my own. Sam was
very impressed with the atmosphere of our group and has asked me to pass on
his compliments. David and I put him up overnight and enjoyed further stories
of his travels over breakfast the following morning.
Last month I mentioned my plans for a trip to Thursford. Having consulted
both the SAM and Rudland calendars the chosen date for my grand day out is
Sunday 8th July 2012.This invitation is extended to all members both full and
associate, we will meet at Tesco Stowmarket around 9.30am in order to set off
by 10.00am. You can find out more about the attractions on offer by searching
‘Thursford’ on the internet. The admission is £7 or £8 but there’s a big
discount for groups of 20 or more, so if you’d like to join me please let me
know as soon as possible, either by telephone on 01473 401362 or emailing
beverley_rudland@yahoo.co.uk.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank our Observers, Senior Observers and
Chief Observer for their continued commitment to SAM. Not only do
candidates have to pass an initial rigorous training programme and test to
The SAM Observer May 2012
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become an Observer, they also have to attend regular Continuous Observer
Training Sessions (COTS). An awful lot of time goes into the planning and
preparation of these training sessions but they are the secret of our continued
success. Just recently the entire Observer Corps spent a weekend training
together, sessions such as this help to ensure continuity in passing on the skills
of advanced riding.
Life in the Rudland household is never dull but just recently there has been an
added air of excitement, ever since I received an invitation from Her Majesty
The Queen to join her at Sandringham to celebrate her Diamond Jubilee. I love
motorcycling in Norfolk but this is one occasion when I won’t be turning up in
Gore-Tex!
SAM is supporting lots of events over the next few months and it’s not too late
to volunteer your help. In particular we’re looking for help on 4th June at the
Framlingham Gala and also on 24th June for the St. Elizabeth Hospice charity
ride. If you are able to offer your help please contact me or any member of the
committee.
I hope you’re able to come along to the May group night on Tuesday 15th, our
guest speakers will be Jenny and Cliff Batley from the Adventure Bike Shop in
Acton near Sudbury. It’s bound to be another great evening and an excellent
chance to catch up with old friends and new.
With my very best wishes for a brilliant motorcycling month,

Beverley

New Members
A warm welcome is extended to our most recent new associate member:
Richard Dickerson Philip Acton Glyn Hill
If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and
he will put your name in the next issue
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Membership Fees for 2012
Full Member £20.00

Joint Full Members £23.00

Associate £139 - Skill for Life.
Includes the current issue of “How to be a Better Rider” and your IAM Test fee
for new members.
Expenses to Observer for observed rides is £10.00
Any queries please email

Linda Barker at linda.barker@btinternet.com
Judy Chittock at judy.chittock@btinternet.com

Tea Stops & Cafés
Suffolk, Norfolk, Essex
And Cambs
Every motorcyclist has their favourite tea stops. Over on the SAM Forum I am
collating a list of the recommended cafés, greasy spoons, tea shops, etc. with
maps and pictures so we can all benefit from the collective knowledge of SAM.
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/tea
If you have favourite stopping place in Suffolk, Norfolk, Essex or
Cambridgeshire then why not pop over to the SAM Forum and let other
members know of your recommendations, or drop me an email with enough
details so that I can find the place on Google Maps / Streetview.
Mike Roberts mike.j.roberts@btinternet.com
Website Administrator
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The Cherry On The Cake
I consider myself as one of the luckiest and privileged of all motorcyclists, not
only do I get to ride a motorbike and get paid for it (I do feel a little guilty but
not enough to give the money back) but have just completed and passed the
best course of my life, a Police Motorcycle Escort Riders Course.
The course followed the National Police Motorcycle Escort Procedures model
and lasted five days which consisted of one day’s theory session and four days
of practical escort riding assessments.
There were five fortunate 'students' and two instructors. The criteria for
selection for this course was that you had to be an established Police
Advanced Motorcyclist and possessed the key elements of self discipline, high
levels of concentration, planning, assertiveness, team work, judgement,
communication and resilience.
The lucky boys selected for this task were 'Ditch', 'Cribby', 'Shoey', 'Daz' and
me. Our instructors were Dave 'Solly' Soloman (Police Motorcycle Instructor).
and Tim Lusher ( I know what you are thinking, “Just Tim, no nickname?”,
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Tim is my boss, my Patrol Sergeant and the Suffolk convoy bronze
commander, over the years I have given him a number of titles such as
'Stavros', 'The Fixer' 'MC Haggle' and 'The Haggle Daddy' but ashamedly
despite my efforts to champion these titles none have stuck and he is still just
called 'Tim').
Having had the day in the classroom we were all keen to get out on the bikes.
Unluckily for me I missed the first part of the morning riding due to giving
evidence at court, however as soon as I was able I was out of there like a rat
out of a drain pipe and made my way on the FJR to Ipswich to join the rest of
the boys.
Without going into too much detail or breaching any restrictions on National
Tactics the general set up with motorcycle escorts is that there is an easy rider
and the remainder are working bikes. The aim is to escort a protected person,
such as a member of the Royal family, within a convoy of cars, from A to B
with minimum disruption to them and the motoring public.
The working bikes leapfrog forward and hold junctions, crossings and traffic in
general to allow smooth timed progress. The easy rider dictates the pace and
rides in front of the cars.
I managed to join them for the last four runs (same route) of the day which
were in Ipswich. We had checked it out the night before so I knew where I was
going and where all the problem points were (However, as in any riding you
can never plan for specific hazards in the same places on the same piece of
road however many times you travel it, therefore your risk assessment has to be
dynamic). Although I had not had the same amount of practice as the others I
fitted in and felt and had grasped what was expected of me by the end of the
day, this was easy as I explained to Sara that night, “It is all about smoothness
and looking pretty”, something I tell my associates as being the most important
thing about riding (Yes 'safety' is the correct answer but I do inwardly smile
when I see them looking confused thinking “I don't remember the phrase
'Sacrifice position for looking pretty?!!'”)
During my time in the Constabulary I have spent over a decade in the firearms
department and specialised as a close protection officer, a body guard. I have
travelled in many a convoy being escorted by the police bikes, envying the
riders but not really appreciating what went on. Sitting in the cars you get the
false sense that the bikes just casually drift around, looking good and seem to
have all the time in the world. So in my mind I thought had a good grasp of
what it was about.
The SAM Observer May 2012
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The next day we did much the same, going over and over a route, getting the
hang of it. The instructors then started 'adding' bits and started to build up the
pressure, much like training for the IAM Advanced test, you learn a bit,
consolidate it then build on it. I didn't realise it at the time but my mindset was
also being effected, the pace (not necessarily the speed) I operated the bike
became more progressive so my thinking and decision making gained
momentum.
In the afternoon of that day we were taken along the A12 towards Yoxford. We
were expected to keep the convoy rolling at a higher pace because of the type
of road. It was the bikes responsibility to allow the convoy to overtake by
stopping both oncoming vehicles and vehicles going the same way, creating a
safe sterile gap and doing so in good time so as not to impede the convoy cars
we were escorting. Once the convoy had passed the same had do be done
again. At times I found myself riding as fast as the bike could accelerate, I
would catch up, safely overtake, make ground then safely stop the traffic being
conscious of the other working bikes progressing through, allow the convoy to
pass then doing the whole process over again. Throughout I had to
communicate to the other bikes as to what I intended and eventually wanted
them to do and listen to them for the same. It was intense!

That night at home I sat at the dinner table opposite Sara, she recognised the
look, a gaping mouth with 'thousand yard stare' eyes, a 'lights are on but
nobody is at home' expression. She knew then from experience that I may have
been a little naive and economical with the truth about what I had told her
The SAM Observer May 2012
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about the course, she does worry about me. It wasn't just slow and looking
pretty as I had scoffed the night before, they were just warming me up. It had
been the same when training for my other police motorcycle courses. I was
physically and mentally drained, however I knew after a good night’s sleep
would be pumped for the next day, I was living on adrenaline I was getting into
the zone.
The zone is a state that police motorcyclists seem to experience when in
training. It is not just a feeling but a whole body experience in that your mind
and body works harder and reacts quicker when riding and builds up over the
days and weeks on a course. The nature of the training pushes you to beyond
what you would do in day to day riding, you ride to the limit and get used to it,
anything less than the limit feels sedate and smooth and shows in the riding.
The anticipation, planning and execution of decisions are done that much faster
and this transfers to your everyday riding after a course.
As the days progressed so did the tempo and the demand on me. Different
problems were added and overcome and we all were working well as a team.
We had rules about moving, stopping, overtaking and our progress appeared
choreographed and beautiful to watch. We became 'Swans' synchronised and
graceful on the surface but with our legs (brains in this case) not seen but
working like fury.
Towards the end of the course an emergency procedure was thrown into the
mix where we had to escort the convoy to Ipswich Hospital post hast. We were
all by this stage at the top of our game, working together and completely 'in the
zone'. No opportunity to check the route before hand as every vehicle set off
with blue lights and wailers, maximum progress was made, this was a different
ball game. Quicker decisions and actions all the way, overtakes and securing
the passage of flow all at response speed. Fast roads and built up areas, all very
difficult with the inherent dangers but successfully and safely managed. I was
at my maximum level of concentration and decision making, if on that run
anyone had asked “What is 2 + 2?” I doubt if I could have given an answer to
the question let alone the correct one.
The final day was dual-carriageway work with its own unique problems. We
thrashed out the route through repetition like all the rest and became more and
more competent. By the end of the course we had all completed about 40 escort
routes participating in the various roles expected of us. We rode most days in
excess of 10 hours ('Shoey' and I are based in Bury St Edmunds and had the
added of bonus of a transfer ride to and from Martlesham each day, a 75mile
round trip). Long hard days but very rewarding.
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We all passed the course and are now qualified Nationally, allowing us to work
alongside any Police Force, including the Special Escort Group that look after
our capital. I could see a tear welling up in one of Solly's eyes when he told us
he was 'made up'. We are his babies, he had taken us from raw, basic riders and
nurtured us in to what we are today. Over the years he has endured our blood,
sweat, tears, tantrums and disappointments. He has seen us come through, a
proud moment, a proud parent - “Thanks Dad :)”
The course was fantastic and I am sad it is over however feel privileged that I
have had the training and am part of a select few. If I might be as bold to say
(and I'm talking training received and not the natural ability of the individual
rider) Motorcyclists being the raw ingredients, Advanced Motorcyclists the
best tasting cake, Police Advanced Motorcyclists the icing, Police Escort
Riders the cherry on top.

Karl Hale
The SAM Observer May 2012
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MX (BULLSHIT AND GEARS)
2012
It is that time of year again when we think about subjecting our bodies to some
torture all in the name of fun. For those who want to know what the day was
like I suggest you read Steve Gocher’s excellent article in the December 2011
Newsletter. The days are run by ex British Motocross and works Kawasaki
rider Geoff Mayes. Geoff supplies all the bikes and kit. All you have to do is
turn up, pay your money and enjoy the day.
We have negotiated a special deal with Geoff for the event which has been
organised for SATURDAY 6th OCTOBER 2010. For a full days riding the
price will be £100. This is on the basis of 3 people sharing a bike. The normal
cost for a full day is £240 per person. On previous occasions we have
organised 2 persons to a bike but even then there are always bikes available in
the paddock especially in the afternoon as MX is seriously tiring.

So why should you consider having a go at this? Well because it is there and
you have always fancied a go would be a good enough reason. To learn to steer
with the throttle and rear wheel is even better. To sail gracefully through the air
The SAM Observer May 2012
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and then land right way up…now we’re getting there. To improve your riding
skills… no more worries about sliding around in the wet. Everyone who has
had a go at this has said that they feel more confident riding in the wet as they
have had the experience of the bike sliding around and knowing that it can be
controlled. If you need any more reason to have a go then feel free to come up
with whatever excuse will earn that pass. The picture on page 15 is a teaser of
your Chief Observer getting airborne.

And here is one of me demonstrating how it should be done.
Some of you ladies out there may be thinking that the bikes will not be
manageable as they are too tall. Never fear. Geoff has specially adapted bikes
that will suit you. Even some of the gentlemen have had to use those as well!
There may be limited places for your kids as well if you fancy exposing them
to a bit of fun.
Apart from the cost the only other expense will be your lunch. This is a bring
your own event. Water is available at the track and there is usually a kettle on
the go if you want a hot drink.
If I have sufficiently whetted your appetite here is what you need to do as
places are limited and early booking will be the only guarantee of a place.
1.

Email me to book a place bobmcgeady@btinternet.com
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2.
Go to http://www.mxtryout.co.ukand complete the adult booking form.
Just click on the picture of the bike and the form will appear.
3.
Send the completed form to me at 13 Waterloo Avenue Leiston Suffolk
IP16 4HE together with a cheque for £50 payable to G MAYES as a deposit.
The balance is payable on the day. Please do not send any forms to Geoff as
this just causes problems for both Geoff and myself.
Last year we had a number of last minute cancellations and changes in riders. I
am going to run a reserve list this year but I cannot do as much running around
as last year trying to fill places. Therefore, if you book a place it will be your
responsibility to fill it (I can provide details of the waiting list if anyone is left
on it) otherwise the deposit will have to be forfeit.
If you have any queries please ring me on 01728 832595 and hopefully I will
be able to allay your fears. This is a seriously fun day. You have the advantage
over quite a few people who have tried these days in that you can actually ride
a bike. We have had people going round the whole track by the end of the day
even though they have never ridden a bike before. So what are you waiting
for…………….

Bob Mcgeady
FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRES

AUTOFIT(Ipswich) Ltd
OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG
DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD
WITH ADRIAN
“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE”
KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE…
Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd
8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE
Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966
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Audrey tries her hand at captions
I have been asked by Mr John Sillet to make a return to the Observer magazine
cos it makes him laugh. How this as a starter for ten?

“I wish people wouldn't be so obvious about it when they stare!”

“Now I know why we call him just Chief and not Big Chief”

Audrey De Lablanc
M/C correspondent
Poetic license extraordinaire
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Social Rides
Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the
th
vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group
activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot
and do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage
to vehicle occurring in the course
course of any rally or other event organised by the
Group. Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own
risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person
or damage to vehicle and must be riding a road legal
legal vehicle, having valid road
tax, insurance and MOT certificate (if applicable).
Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s
guidelines as follows:
You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route
rout
If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine.
Be responsible for your own safety
Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time.
Have a FULL tank of fuel
No more than 5 in a group.
The SAM Observer May 2012
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May Chip Run
Thursday 24th
The Pier
Southwold
Tel: 01502 722105
Meet at Beacon Hills Services (Junction of A14 / A140) at
6.15pm for a 6.30pm departure
Ride Co-ordinator: Nigel Chittock 01473 737356
Leave the services and head North on the A140
Turn right onto the B1078 to Coddenham Continue on B1078
At T junction, turn right onto B1078/B1079 Turn left back onto
B1078 Continue on B1078, crossing the A12, to Tunstall
In Tunstall Turn left onto B1069 through Snape
At T junction Turn right onto A1094 to Aldeburgh
Turn left onto B1069 to Leiston Continue through Leiston onto
B1122 through Theberton
Turn right onto B1125 Westleton / Blythburgh
At Blythburgh continue North onto the A12
Turn right onto A1095 to Southwold
At mini R/A turn left, chips are on R/H side of pier.
Please check the SAM Calendar and SAM Forum on-line for last minute
changes/cancellations. On the Forum you will also find the routes as text, route
cards, and on Google Maps / Streetview, along with a photo of the destination,
so you can familiarise yourself with the route before the day.
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June’s Breakfast Run
Sunday 3rd June 2012
Jambo Café,
Holt,
Norfolk.
NR25 6AR
Tel: 01263 714001
Meet at Tesco Stowmarket at 08:00 / 08:15 am to leave at 8:30
am
Ride Co-ordinator Chris Nunn 01473 657552
Take the A14 to Woolpit
exit onto the A1088 Ixworth / Thetford,
in Thetford exit 2nd Roundabout A1075 Watton / Dereham.
Through Dereham Town Centre keep bearing left
At Roundabout, Turn right onto B1110 North Elmham /
Melton Constable
Turn left onto B1354 toward Thursford, sign-posted Lorry
Route to Holt)
At A148 Turn right towards Holt. In Holt
Turn left, S/P Car Park and Store
The Café is in the square just off Car Park
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Maintenance Evening
a Success
As you may recall, on Thursday 12th April, we held the first of what could
become a regular event, the SAM Basic Maintenance Evening. The evening
was held at Chris Self Motorcycles and was attended by 15 members. Below
are comments from three of them, Andrew Sterling, Sonnie Westley and Bob
Page, many thanks for these articles.
I love riding bikes, but I have a fear of tinkering with them as I feel sure I’d do
it wrong and make things worse, then feel desperate that I really shouldn’t have
got myself into such a mess and should have left it to the professionals.
Beyond some basics - topping up engine, gear box and final drive oil, installing
a couple of spot lights, replacing bulbs, checking and changing spark plugs,
and, I'm childishly pleased to say, changing engine oil and filters on a couple
of occasions, I’ve left well alone. Looking at Haynes manuals seems only to
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make the mysteries of motorbike internals even more puzzling I’m afraid.
Yet the fear of the bike breaking down somewhere and not being able to do
much about it is also another spectre that haunts me.
So when Paul Spalding organised an evening at Chris Self’s workshop with
Chris and his mechanic, Barry, to run through the essentials of motorbike
maintenance I wass one of the first to sign up! And it was kind of reassuring to
find that I’m
’m certainly not alone
in my fear of things mechanical
mechanic - 14 others also turned up. Paul had to restrict
the number as it’s difficult to get close up to a bike being demonstrated on with
too many bodies crowding around.
This was a first for Chris, and he started out a bit apologetically, but he needn’t
have worried - he was a natural! He took us through the construction and
problems (and their causes) of such items as calipers (including brake fluid and
bleeding thereof), chains - and how to tension them - and their internal
construction and material, shaft drives, how to winter batteries and petrol,
adjusting valve clearances using shims, front fork checks and maintenance,
wheel and head bearing checks, how to change engine oil and then check levels
after first turning over the engine without firing up, through to doing a quick
demonstration on a member’s bike (which passed with flying colours - phew!)
of his MOT routine (from which I learnt how to do simple tests on such areas
as wheel
heel alignment and suspension.
suspen
It was all so very useful.

A number of issues require specialist tools and equipment, some of which is
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hugely expensive, so those will not come into the category of home
maintenance, but Chris’s explanations of these - enlarged on by Barry’s
comments - also helped to de-mystify the whole subject, which is what I was
there for.
That the evening was a success was also partly due to Chris encouraging
questions at any time, and this enabled us to find answers to puzzles that niggle
away. For instance, I asked whether one should one change final drive oil
routinely, as one does engine oil, for which the answer was no, because it’s not
being contaminated by impurities from the engine. That not only answered my
long-standing query, but gave reasons which is wonderful.
In his introduction Chris had mentioned that he wasn’t giving this evening to
win more customers! But in fact he and Barry were giving up not only an
evening for free, but giving away information which would save using him and
his like quite so often!
Yet, with his hitherto hidden talent for putting things over, along with his vast
experience and technical expertise, I reckon he could set up paid evening
classes as a spin-off. I’d sign up! Just to show how keen I am to finally get to
grips with motorbike mechanics I have invested in this amazing bike lift
(pictured). I first saw it being demonstrated on video by Bikertidy at the MCN
bike show in February. So I’ve got no excuses now!
Paul is pondering whether to organise another evening, so he is keen to hear of
suggestions and thoughts from those who attended this evening. It was
perfectly aimed at the mechanically paranoid, like me, and I would encourage
you to go if the opportunity comes up again.
Many grateful thanks to Paul, Chris and Barry.
Andrew Sterling
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Firstly a big thank you to Paul Spalding for organizing and Chris and Barry of
Chris Self Motorcycles for hosting what turned out to be a very interesting
evening at our hosts workshop being given a talk on basic motorcycle
maintenance and about things that maybe would be best left to the experts
especially with modern machines with all the electronics on them. Being
shown though that things like oil and filter changes, chain adjustment etc.
could be well within the scope of most. Many questions were asked and
answered clearly and simply, the complimentary drinks went down well and
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were enjoyed by all in what turned out to be an informative, humorous
humor
and
enjoyable evening for all who attended. Once again many thanks to all.
Sonnie Westley
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Paul said “ Please make sure you arrive on time!”, I did…24 hours early!..
ear
I
wondered why Chris looked puzzled when I turned
turned up on Wednesday evening!
Oh well, just have to put it down to Easter or onset of advancing years!
Anyway, returning on Thursday we were informed that the aim of the visit was
to learn a little about bike
ike servicing and as Chris said in his welcome, “This is
not a sales pitch, it’s about you gaining a little of understanding what you
might reasonably be able to do yourself and what you’d be best advised to
avoid tackling”.
I think around 14 of us turned
turned up which was really the maximum that could
usefully get around the bikes used to demonstrate techniques and pitfalls. We
were taken through the routines Chris and Barry follow when receiving a bike
for servicing, starting with a tyre pressure check and examination.
examination. I never
realised how unevenly front tyres can wear on the off-side
off side if a lot of your
biking is carried out round town and roundabouts! We then moved on to brake
calipers and had a quick demonstration of changing brake pads and testing the
pistonss and a health warning about avoiding splitting the calliper. If you really
are a weekend DIY fan…stick to the pads you’ll be fine! Also about the
benefits of using a high temperature grease such as ‘Copaslip’ when rere
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assembling the brakes (taking care to avoid smearing the pad face with grease
of course!). I can vouch for the effectiveness of this grease as I’ve used it on
my boat for years and it survives constant exposure to the weather and keeps
fixtures free from corrosion. We saw a demonstration of checks carried out to
test for wheel bearing wear or swinging arm bearing wear. I now know what a
worn sprocket and chain actually looks like although my preferred method of
avoiding trouble with chains is to stick with my BMW shaft drive!!
Questions were coming thick and fast and Chris and Barry went out of their
way to offer advice and tips. We then moved to look at checking valve
clearances which really does move well beyond my ambitions for selfservicing. Importantly the message was well delivered that if the cost of this
particular job looks high, the time involved is difficult to forecast and more
often than not, Chris loses out in the balance between charged hours and hours
taken to complete the job. Our final assembly to be demonstrated was a set of
ancient Honda front forks which had been completely broken down ready for
re-build so we were able to see all the separate component parts.
Listening to Chris, it was surprising to hear how little care some riders take of
maintain their brakes, particularly it seems, the younger riders on scooters who
seem oblivious to pad wear, brake piston wear and only start to show concern
when brake fluid is spraying all over the tyre…so much for safe riding!

The evening finished with a demonstration of a bike MOT carried out at
express speed in about 15 minutes which Chris stressed was just to cover off
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the main points. I found this demo extremely useful as a guide for what to look
for when buying an older bike where there may be excessive wear in the
steering head, wheel bearings or swinging arm assemblies. Tips that could save
you buying a real dog, or at least giving room for negotiation!
The three learning points for the evening for me; by all means change brake
pads but don’t mess with the caliper, don’t trust trickle chargers in the winter,
they can do your battery more harm than good; and you really can obtain a
‘daytime only’ MOT for a bike that you might want to use to ride to trackdays
or off-road areas (in daylight!!).. honest!
All in all, a very interesting evening that started at 7.30 and went on to 10pm
and I think Chris could have gone on. A big thank you to Paul for setting the
evening up and a bigger thank you to Chris and Barry for taking so much time
at the end of a busy day to share some tips with us.
Bob Page
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For Sale
For a full list of extra’s and details, look on the website. Link on page 5 and at
the bottom of this page.

BMW R1150GS 1999 Non-ABS for Sale
High spec and extra’s
Offer around £3000 or
equivalent for the Motorcycle.
Options by negotiation
John.horsley@theiet.org
00 32 474 369296

Honda VFR800 VTEC
Registered September
2009 (59 plate)
5000 miles
Full service history
ABS
£6,100 ono
Phone Carolyn on
07802-725093
Suffolk near
Framlingham
Got something to sell? Want to see what other members are selling? See our
online adverts section.
Price for non-member classifieds is £5
Contact: Mike Roberts
http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ads
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Publicity Page
We'll start this month with a big thank you to Andre Castle for flying the SAM
flag, literally, at the FUMCC St George's Day Show which was held at
Kesgrave Bell. It was the first time that we had been represented there, a
superb little show with every possible type of two wheeled transport on display
together with a huge draw to raise money for charity.
Thanks must also go to two members who had their first taste of promoting
SAM at the BikeSafe workshop, Martin Drury in April and Trevor Read in
May. They were accompanied by Sonnie Westley, Paul Spalding and Judy
Chittock. It's always good to have some new faces willing to help so if you
fancy attending a BikeSafe event to promote the club then please contact me.
There are only two more events planned for 2012, on June 16th and July 14th as
the police have other commitments to attend to in the summer. Something
called The Olympics, apparently.
Now a plea for your support please. As mentioned last month, we have been
invited to attend Framlingham Gala on Bank Holiday Monday, June 4th. Our
Publicity Gazebo will be present on the Castle Meadow, but more importantly
we have been asked to help lead the procession through Framlingham at the
start of the Gala. Assembly time is 12.30 in preparation to leave at 13.00. The
place to meet is Walnes Yard which is along Station Road opposite the John
Grose garage/Jet petrol station. We already have a number of members who
have kindly agreed to take part but it would be great to have some more. All
those in the parade will get a free pass to the Gala so why not come along and
make an afternoon of it? Obviously there is no obligation to stay so if you
would like just to be part of the ride through Framlingham we will be glad to
see you. Just make sure you get to Walnes Yard by 12.30 or you may find the
police have closed the roads!
After Fram Gala, the next big event will be the Charity Ride which culminates
at the Felixstowe Bike Show on 24th June. The show last year was a great
success and the organisers have promised even more exhibitors for 2012. If
you haven't already volunteered to assist with marshaling or parking duties and
would like to be part of our publicity team on the stand, please contact either
myself, Paul or Steve.
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Finally, Tom Newman from SummerIsles Studios has almost finished editing
the latest version of the SAM promotional DVD. More details next month.

Nigel Chittock
01473 737356

Paul Spalding
07879 844618

Steve Cook
07711 650183

prs@prspartnership.co.uk

For all men
I have a little Satnav
It sits there in my car
A Satnav is a driver's friend
It tells you where you are

I have a little Satnav
I've had it all my life
It does more than the normal one My Satnav is my wife

It gives me full instructions
On exactly how to drive
"It's thirty miles an hour" it says
"You're doing thirty five"

It tells me when to stop and start
and when to use the brake
It tells me that it's never, ever,
safe to overtake.

It tells me when a light is red
And when it goes to green
It seems to know instinctively
just when to intervene.

It lists the vehicles just in front
It lists those to the rear
And, taking all this stuff on board,
It specifies my gear

I'm sure no other driver
has so helpful a device,
for, when we leave and lock the car,
it still gives me advice!

It fills me up with counselling each journey's pretty fraught…
so why don't I exchange it
for a user-friendly sort?

Ah well, you see, it cleans the house
makes sure I'm properly fed
It washes all my shirts and things
And - keeps me warm in bed!
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Motorcycle trends
The Motorcycle Industry Association has recently released its motorcycle sales
statistics for 2011 and although the news is not exactly rosy (total sales fell
2.5% on 2010 figures) it looks good compared to many other markets. Car
sales in the UK were down 5% for the same period.
When you look at the figures, the big surprise, is the large increase in small
(under 125cc) bikes and particularly scooters. Sales in this sector were up 20%.
Almost one in four bikes sold today are under 125cc. My guess is, that with the
financial pressures we are all facing, many car and indeed rail commuters are
going over to two wheels. This is apparent to anyone trying to find a space in
Ipswich’s many new motorcycle parking areas. If you don’t get in early, don’t
expect a space!
This may not be good news to SAM, as to be able to join our group, candidates
must have a machine that can “maintain the national speed limit”, and meaning
many of these machines are not eligible to take the test.
However there have also been increases in some other sectors of the
motorcycle market, many of which are open to IAM membership. Sports bike
sales fell almost 10% and sports touring motorcycle sales fell almost a third but
this was more than made up for by a large increase in the sales of “Adventure
Sports” bikes (up 13.6% to a total of 10,570 units, almost twice as many units
as sports tourers). It seems the BMW GS series has a lot to answer for. Whilst
the BMW R1200GS sold 1070 units and it’s Adventure variant another 867
units, to lead the class, it will be interesting to see how rival bikes like
Triumph’s Explorer, Honda’s Cross Tourer and Kawasaki’s Versys 1000 do.
Smaller Adventure Sport bikes look like becoming very popular too, with
Triumph selling 651 Tiger 800s in 2011. Bikes like the Suzuki Vstrom 650 are
already very popular with SAM members and I can see more and more of us
turning to these very popular bikes. (I particularly like the Kawasaki Versys
650 tourer, but not for its looks!)
Ed- I have added a few pictures which are on page 39

Martin Andrew
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May’s Editorial 2012
Welcome to the new look Magazine.
After the AGM it was agreed that the
magazine was a very important tool for
attracting new members and also for
retaining members. It keeps the club
together with what’s going on.
The only problem being the cost of printing,
so a Sub-committee was set up, consisting
of me, Mike Roberts, John Sillett, Paul Spalding and Rob Day who meet up at
the Angle Inn in Debeham and we have shuffled the magazine around with all
the standard information linked to on the website leaving the magazine for
more articles and story’s from our members.
As a reader you might be unaware that we currently have around 230 members.
So if everyone writes one article a year…. That would be 20 articles a month,
☺ the more I get from the club the better the magazine. And the less effort
everyone has to make.
Yes we all have busy lives to lead and not all of us like writing. I find that the
morning is best for me. While munching my corn flakes I can rattle of a few
words. Don’t forget to take your camera, because a picture is worth a hundred
words…. And I can make them as big or as small as I want which helps to fill
the page. ☺
I have preloaded pages which I can send to you via email so that all you have
to do is type, and I am sure that if you smile ever so sweetly at your dear
beloved she or he would help out. In fact when you start your journey say to
your pillion to think of something to put in the magazine. My son and daughter
when riding on the back like taking my camera and taking videos and pictures
of my trips
Well that’s me off my soap box, I’m now going to Woodbridge to get some
copper nails for the job that I’m doing, then to Ipswich to get a new tyre for my
GTR. ( Ooo there is one for sale in Orwell’s at the moments, if you want a
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good mile muncher) then to Cambridge to a tool trade fair, see what deals they
have. Back home and work, Dads taxi to my two.
Next weekend 29th April, I have my Test booked in Halsworth… getting a wee
bit nervous.
Just had a call by the examiner and he has cancelled till next week due to the
weather forecast for Sunday which is heavy rain all day. So it’s now on the 5th.

Thank you

to all the members who have contributed to this month’s
magazine, I hope you have enjoyed the new look. Don’t forget to send in your
articles.
Safe Riding

Felix...
Editor for
Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists and Kawasaki GT club magazines.

Closing date for copy
Friday after club night
If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your
monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email
notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or
send me an email.
I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride
outs have written, and as you can see it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so
feel free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will
have another great magazine to read.
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Advertise here

Advertise on the
SAM website for an
additional £25.

£25 for
1
/8 page

Contact:
John Sillett 01473 219488
john.sillett@clearscore.co.uk
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SAM Events for your Diary
May 2012
Sunday 6th

Breakfast Run. Lattice House, Kings Lynn, PE30
1EG

Tuesday 15th

SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30
followed by Cliff and Jenny Batley from the
Adventure Bike Shop in Acton near Sudbury
www.twowheeltrekkers.co.uk

Thursday 17th

Theory Evening. Come along and learn more
about Roadcraft. 19:30. Topic: Cornering

Saturday 19th

M/C Dexterity & Control. Sidegate Primary
School, Ipswich. 09:00 – 13:00

Thursday 24th

Chip Run. Meet at Beacon Hills Services Meet
time is 18:15. Southwold Pier.

June 2012
Sunday 3rd

Breakfast Run. Jambo Café, Holt, Norfolk. NR25
6AR. Meet time is 08:15.

Monday 4th

Fram Gala, SAM has been asked to take part in
the main procession and we will also be having
our promotions stand there. If you would like to
ride in the procession or help on the stand, please
contact Nigel Chittock.

Sunday 17th

M/C Dexterity & Control. Sidegate Primary
School, Ipswich. 09:00 – 13:00

Tuesday 19th

SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30
followed by John Challis talking about his 'Enduro
Africa 2011- the Ride for Life' trip.
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Thursday 21st

Theory Evening. Come along and learn more
about Roadcraft. 19:30. Topic: Brakes, Gears and
Acceleration

Sunday 24th

St Elizabeth Hospice Motorcycle ride. Starting
at Stonham Barns before heading cross country to
Tunstall, Woodbridge and then onward to
Felixstowe

Thursday 28th

Chip Run. The Quay Fish & Chips Brightlingsea
Meet at Tesco Copdock (Lorry Park), Ipswich
Meet time is 18:15.

July 2012
Sunday 1st

Breakfast Run. Comfort Cafe, Fourwentways
Service Area, Cambs CB21 6AP Meet at Beacon
Hill Service Station for a 08:45 am or 09:45 start

Sunday 8th

Chairmans rideout is for all members, both full
and associate. Meet at Tesco Stowmarket Meet at
09:30. The destination is the Thrursford Collection
(www.thursford.com)
of
steam
engines,
mechanical organs, fairground equipment and
Wurlitzer.

Fri 13th ~ Sat 14th

BikeSafe Course Volunteers are required from
SAM members to attend on the Saturday
afternoon. please contact Nigel Chittock

Saturday 14th

M/C Dexterity & Control. Sidegate Primary
School, Ipswich. 09:00 – 13:00

Tuesday 17th

SAM Group Night. Announcements at 19:30
followed by a guest speaker

Thursday 19th

Theory Evening. Come along and learn more
about Roadcraft. 19:30. Overtaking

Thursday 26th

Chip Run. Rumbles fish bar, Barrow IP29 5AF
Meet at Tesco Stowmarket Meet time is 18:15.
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Other Events that you might
want to put in your Diary
May 2012
Sunday, 13th

The Copdock Classic MCC Fun Run. SAM
has been asked if we could provide static
marshals for this event.If you would like to
volunteer, please contact David Rudland,
ASAP.

Friday 18th

Iron Crows 2012 Glow in the Dark Bike
Show. The LTAA Grounds, Victory Road,
Leiston, IP16 4DQ
www.ironcrows.yolasite.com

Saturday 19th ~ Sunday 20th

BMF Show. East Of England Showground,
Peterborough

June 2012
Sunday 17th

Join Club SAM for London to Brighton
cycle ride. Contact Martin Andrew for
details

July 2012
Friday 6th ~ Sunday 8th

BMF Kelso BikeFest, Boarders Union
Showground, Kelso. www.thebmfshow.co.uk

September 2012
Friday 14th ~ Sunday16th

The BMF Tailend show, East of England
show
ground,
Peterborough.
www.thebmfshow.co.uk

Moto GP Calendar 2012
June Sunday 17th

Silverstone

SBK World Super Bike Calendar 2012
August Sunday 5th
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Is this the future of motorcycling
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